Abstract-Natural scene character recognition is challenging due to the cluttered background, which is hard to separate from text. In this paper, we propose a novel method for robust scene character recognition. Specifically, we first use robust principal component analysis ( 
I. INTRODUCTION
Scene text recognition has attracted increasing attention [1] in recent years due to its significance in scene understanding and widespread applications in intelligent systems. Automatically understanding the text information in images is in urgent need for many applications such as robot navigation, image understanding and retrieval, unmanned scene recognition and sign recognition [2] .
Over the past several decades, extensive optical character recognition (OCR) methods [3] [4] have been developed for extracting text information from images. These conventional OCR methods perform satisfactorily on scanned document images, but for extracting text from natural scene images, they cannot work well because the separation of text from image background is very hard. Unlike scanned paper documents, scene text images are usually captured under uncontrolled environments. Therefore, scene text image recognition suffers from many obstacles and difficulties, such as illumination variations, complex background, low-resolution, occlusion, blurring, the changes of text size, font, color, line orientation and position [5] . Fig. 1 shows some cropped scene character images, which manifest a multitude of style variations.
Extensive scene text recognition methods have been proposed to achieve better recognition results [6] [7] . Some scene text recognition methods were still based on existing OCR engines after image preprocessing such as image binarization and slant correction. For example, Chen and Yuille [8] proposed to first binarize the text image using an improved adaptive binarization algorithm, and then a commercial OCR system was used for recognition. Wakahara and Kita [9] devised a method of binarizing multicolored scene character strings using iterative K-means clustering and support vector machines. However, binarization techniques cannot segment the texts from scene images perfectly, largely due to diversity and complexity of image variations. The PhotoOCR of Google [10] uses conventional OCR on multiple binarized images to overcome the insufficiency of binarization. Recently, some researchers turn to develop methods for scene text recognition on color or gray-scaled images without binarization, and have achieved results superior to OCR engines [11] . Specifically, the recently proposed methods usually extract informative features from the gray or color images to overcome the cluttered background. This class of method was compared with OCR engines by combining two classifiers with six feature vectors [12] . The features there include different features representing texture and different types of shape and edge features such as Shape Context, Geometric Blur (GB) and SIFT. The classifiers include the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier and SVM with different kernel functions.
In this paper, we propose a method for robust scene character recognition using robust principal component analysis (PCA) [13] and sparse representation based classification (SRC) [14] . Extensive experimental results on different datasets show that the proposed method can achieve competent performance in scene character recognition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the related work. Section III presents the proposed robust scene character recognition method. Experiments on scene character datasets are discussed in Section IV, and Section V gives concluding remarks.
II. RELATED WORKS
The success of robust PCA has attracted increasing research attention for recovering clean images and eliminating noises. For example, robust PCA [13] not only can recover missing components but also remove shadows and specularities from face images under different illuminations. The GoDec algorithm [15] exploits the bilateral random projections to efficiently decompose a matrix into a low-rank part and a sparse noise part. Subsequently, more robust low-rank representation based methods have been proposed to perform image denoising [16] .
The conventional HOG feature has been widely used for scene character recognition. As demonstrated in [2] [17] [18] , the recognition results based on gradient feature in most cases outperform all the other local sampling based feature extraction methods. The pyramid of HOG feature is integrated with chi-square kernel based SVM to perform scene character recognition and the result is comparable to the current techniques [19] . Yi et al. [20] verified the effectiveness of the gradient feature by evaluating different feature representations for scene character recognition, and developed a global HOG method, which directly extracts HOG feature from the whole character image. Recently, many modified HOG features have been developed to improve scene character recognition, such as Co-HOG [6] and ConvCoHOG [11] . Moreover, a method based on histograms of sparse coding features [21] is proposed for scene text recognition and obtains competent recognition results, while we use the sparse codes for classification.
Sparse representation has been proven to be a powerful technique to a wide range of applications, especially in signal processing, image processing, pattern recognition and computer vision [14] [22] . A recent survey [22] comprehensively reviewed the most representative sparse representation algorithms and explicitly summarized its main applications. Sparse representation based classification (SRC) method has been demonstrated as a robust and effective method in image classification [14] [22] .
III. METHOD DESCRIPTION
The flowchart of our method is presented in Fig. 2 . We first exploit the robust PCA to recover clean character images from the blurred or corrupted images, and then use the HOG method to extract gradient features from the recovered image, and utilize the SRC method to perform recognition. In this section, we first give a explicit description of robust PCA [13] and SRC [14] , and then elaborate on the details of our method. Input: Observed data matrix X, 0
While not converged do
Step 1: Exploiting SVT algorithm to solve problem (4):
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4 be the observed data matrix, which consists of n samples, and each column is an image vector. Considering that the observed data such as scene character images usually contain noise, recovering clean data is an essential procedure before recognition. The goal of the RPCA method [13] is to recover a clean low-rank matrix 0 X from the corrupted data matrix, i.e.
usually is a sparse matrix because noise is only a small component of each image. Thus, the problem of RPCA can be formulated as the following regularized rank minimization problem:
where  is the Lagrange multiplier for balancing the low-rank term and the noise term, and 0 || || is the 0 l pseudo-norm, i.e. the number of the nonzero entries in a matrix or vector.
Because of the discrete properties of the rank function and the 0 l norm, it is difficult to solve the above minimization problem (1), which is a non-convex problem. We reformulate problem (1) into a tractable optimization problem by respectively replacing the rank function with the nuclear norm and the 0 l norm with the 1 l norm [13] , i.e. 
where * || || is the nuclear norm, i.e. the sum of the singular values, and 1 || || is the 1 l norm, i.e. the sum of the absolute values of the matrix entries. The optimization of problem (2) can be solved by the Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) method [23] and the augmented Lagrangian function of (2) is reformulated as
which can be rewritten as
where  is a positive scalar and Y is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. Thus, the optimization of problem (4) can be solved by alternatively updating 0 X and E when fixing others. More specifically, when E is given, problem (4) is converted to the following equivalent optimization problem
When 0 X is fixed, problem (4) is reduced to the following problem: 2 10 min || || || ( + ) || 2
For convenient description of optimizing (4), we introduce a simple well-know soft-thresholding or shrinkage operator [22] as follows:
Thus, the following optimization problem
can be easily solved by () X soft A   [19] , and the following nuclear norm minimization
can be solved by Singular Value Thresholding (SVT) method.
The optimization of problem (4) can be efficiently solved by inexact ALM presented in [23] and all the procedures are summarized in Algorithm 1.
B. Sparse representation based classification method
Suppose that there are m training samples from c classes, which are stacked to a matrix 
Because real data always contains noise, representation noise is unavoidable in the process of sparse representation. If the representation noise is bounded to a small constant  , problem (11) can be rewritten as 2 12 arg min || || . . || || z z s t y Dz
and its unconstrained optimization problem is reformulated as 2 12 arg min || || || ||
where  refers to the Lagrange multiplier associated with 1 || || z . We exploit the Homotopy based sparse representation method to solve problem (13) because of its efficiency and high accuracy [22] . The main scheme of the SRC method has been summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. A general framework of SRC method [22] Input: Training sample matrix D, 0  
Step 1: Normalize all the samples to have unit vectors;
Step 2: Represent the test sample y over D exploiting the 1 l norm minimization problem (13);
Step 3: Compute the representation residual of each class Step 4:Output the label of the test sample y using ( ) argmin( )
C. The proposed method for scene character recognition
Our scene character recognition method consists of three steps, image denoising using robust PCA, extraction of HOG features and character recognition using SRC.
The motivations of our proposed method are as follows. Sparse representation has become a fundamental technique in different fields and can achieve satisfactory results in image classification, but has not been applied into scene character recognition. Recently proposed robust PCA can effectively eliminate noises in the images and integrating robust PCA and SRC is a reasonable way to obtain better recognition results. On the other hand, considering the particular characteristics of scene character images, the performance of extracting gradient feature is very impressive and a clear strategy is formulated as: image denoising based on robust PCA, feature extraction using a simple HOG and character recognition using SRC. The detailed procedures are summarized as follows.
First, we use robust PCA (presented in Algorithm 1) to denoise scene character images. As we know, if the training samples are heavily corrupted, the performance of any classifier will degenerate. Fortunately, robust PCA can remove the noise term by decomposing the corrupted image into a clean image term and sparse noise term. By removing the sparse noise term, images from the same class can have more similar features. Some denoising results using robust PCA are shown in Fig. 3 . We can see that some irrelevant noise terms have been removed and more useful information are simultaneously recovered. For example, as illustrated from the first row of Fig. 3 , the blurred number image '0' has become more clear and some more details has been restored. Moreover, from columns (3) and (6) in Fig. 3 , we can see that some sparse noises have been filtered out. (1) and (4) are the original gray scale images, colomns (2) and (5) are the corresponding recovered images, and colomns (3) and (6) are the sparse noise terms corresponding to (2) and (5), respectively.
Second, gradient feature is one of the most effective feature extraction methods, and here we directly employ a simple HOG feature for extracting features from scene character images.
Finally, the SRC method (presented in Algorithm 2) is selected for scene character recognition. SRC always can achieve better classification results in comparison with conventional classifiers because the most important nature of SRC is to employ the training samples of all classes to collaboratively represent the test sample. Thus, SRC can sufficiently exploit different classes of samples to represent the testing sample. This is very different from conventional classification methods such as the nearest neighbor (NN) and SVM classifier. The NN classifier only uses one training sample of each class to evaluate the similarity between the training sample and the test sample. The SVM method focuses on training samples near the decision boundary. As a result, SRC can achieve more satisfactory performance in comparison with NN and SVM, and our experimental results in the next section also verify this conclusion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Datasets
We evaluated the proposed method on four publicly available datasets, i.e. Char74K dataset [12] , ICADAR 2003 robust character recognition dataset [24] , IIIT5K set [25] and Street View Text (SVT) dataset [2] . We only focus on the recognition of English characters and digits, 62 classes in total. Some samples from different datasets have been shown in Fig.  4 .
As for the Char74K dataset, we only use the English character images cropped from the natural scene images. It contains 62 character classes. A small subset is used in our experiments, i.e. Char74K-15, which contains 15 training samples per class and 15 test samples per class. The ICDAR2003 robust reading dataset was collected for the robust reading competition of scene text detection and recognition. The scene character dataset ICDAR03-CH contains more than 11,500 character images. It is a very difficult dataset because of serious non-text background outliers with the cropped character samples, and many character images have very low resolution. There are 6,185 training characters and 5,430 testing characters, respectively. Following the evaluation protocols of literature [6, 11] , we excluded some special characters such as '!', and then the final experimental dataset consists of 6,113 characters for training and 5,319 characters for testing.
The IIIT 5K-word (IIIT5K) is composed of 2,000 and 3,000 images for testing and training, respectively. The images contain both scene text images and born-digital images. The character image dataset, which is extracted from word images, is composed of 9,678 samples and 15,269 samples for training and testing, respectively.
The Street View Text (SVT) was collected from Google Street View of road-side scenes. All the images are very challenging because of the large variations in illumination, character image sizes, and variety of font sizes and styles. The SVT character dataset, which was annotated in [17] , is utilized for evaluating different scene character recognition methods. This dataset consists of 3,796 character samples from 52 categories (no digit images). SVT character dataset is more difficult to recognize than the ICADAR2003 dataset.
B. Character Recognition Accuracy
We compare the performance of the proposed method with the recently proposed techniques, including CoHOG [6] , ConvCoHOG [11] , PHOG [19] , MLFP [7] , RTPD [26] , GHOG [20] , LHOG [20] , Kai Wang's methods [2] (HOG+NN, Native Ferns), HOG [17] , SBSTR [27] , GB [12] (GB+SVM, GB+NN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) [28] on four different datasets. All the images in the experiments are resized into 32  32 pixels and all the images have been first transformed into gray scale images.
For fair comparison, all the experimental protocols are the same as the configurations of literature [6] , [11] . In the SVT dataset, only the 3,796 test samples were annotated in [17] for character recognition. Considering that the SVT character dataset has similar distribution to ICDAR2003 and Char74K, we integrated the Char74K EnglishImg dataset and the training samples of ICADAR2003 to construct a new training dataset, which has more than 18,600 characters. We exploited the new training dataset to recognize the test samples of ICDAR2003 and SVT datasets, which is consistent with the experiment setup in [6] [11] . For the datasets of Char74K_15 and IIIT5K, we use their respective training and test datasets for evaluation. Table I shows the experimental results of several recently proposed character recognition methods on four different scene character datasets. For fair comparison, we directly cite all the experimental results from the respective literature. We can see that compare to the best results in the literature, our method can achieve a comparable accuracy on the SVT dataset and a higher accuracy on the char74K_15 dataset. The lowest recognition results of Tesseract OCR technique on different datasets indicate that the conventional OCR techniques can only satisfy scanned document text recognition but not promise challenging scene character recognition. The accuracies of our method on the IIIT5K and ICDAR2003_CH datasets are slightly lower than those of CNN, CoHOG and ConvHOG. This may be attributed to the simple HOG feature used in our method. Moreover, the CNN method was benefitted from a very large number of training samples synthesized in pervious works. We also found that the CNN method removed some bad images and difficult recognized images such that much higher recognition results were achieved. On the other hand, the performance of our method is slightly inferior to CoHOG on the IIIT5K dataset, but on the more difficult SVT dataset, our method performs better.
It is worth noting that our method can achieve the best recognition results in comparison with the HOG feature based recognition methods. For example, the performance of SRC in most cases is better than SVM classifier including linear SVM (Robust PCA+HOG+linear SVM) and nonlinear SVM (Robust PCA+HOG+SVM (RBF kernel)), which were both implemented by ours. Moreover, SRC has obvious superiorities in recognizing scene character images in comparison with the nearest neighbor (NN) classifier. The experimental results also demonstrate that SRC can achieve stable competitive recognition results on different datasets and our method has great potential for scene character recognition.
English scene character recognition is a very difficult task because of no contextual information. There are some tough scene character recognition cases, even for human eyes. For example, distinguishing some upper-case and lower-case characters is very challenging such as 'C' and 'c', 'S' and 's', 'Z' and 'z'. Some letters are very easily confused with numbers, such as letters 'O', 'o' and number '0', letters 'l', 'I' and number '1'. Character image segmentation results also can greatly influence the performance of recognition results. Fig. 5 and Fig.  6 respectively show some examples of correctly and incorrectly recognized character images. We can see that more accurate segmentation has higher potential of correct recognition. Moreover, serious skewed images are more difficult to be exactly recognized in comparison with that of well-aligned images and many mis-recognized examples are usually low-resolution, ambiguous and distorted images. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a novel robust recognition method for natural scene characters by exploiting the robust principle component analysis, HOG feature extraction and sparse representation based classification. The robustness is mainly due to the lowrank image recovery and sparse representation. Experimental results on four different scene character datasets demonstrate the robustness and effectiveness of our method, and the performance of our method is competitive with the current thestate-of-the-art algorithms.
Robust PCA method assumes that the underlying data structure is from a single low-rank space, but real data is always drawn from a union of multiple subspaces. Thus, one of our future works is to develop a more effective low-rank representation based image denoising method. As for image feature extraction, we only use the most simple HOG feature in our experiments. We believe the recognition performance can be further improved by using more discriminative features.
